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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic has created enormous global demand for personal
protective equipment (PPE). Face shields are an important component of PPE for
front-line workers in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, providing protection
of the face from splashes and sprays of virus-containing fluids. Existing face shield
designs and manufacturing procedures may not allow for production and
distribution of face shields in sufficient volume to meet global demand, particularly
in Low and Middle-Income countries. This paper presents a simple, fast, and
cost-effective curved-crease origami technique for transforming flat sheets of
flexible plastic material into face shields for infection control. It is further shown
that the design could be produced using a variety of manufacturing methods,
ranging from manual techniques to high-volume die-cutting and creasing. This
demonstrates the potential for the design to be applied in a variety of contexts
depending on available materials, manufacturing capabilities and labour. An easily
implemented and flexible physical-digital parametric design methodology for
rapidly exploring and refining variations on the design is presented, potentially
allowing others to adapt the design to accommodate a wide range of ergonomic
and protection requirements.

1 Introduction 1

The COVID-19 pandemic has created unprecedented global demand for large quantities 2

of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). Face shields have been identified as an 3

important component of PPE for frontline healthcare workers. They are classed as 4

“adjunctive PPE”, intended to be worn in addition to respiratory protection to provide 5

additional protection of the facial area from splashes and sprays of bodily fluids from 6

infected patients, specifically to the mucous membranes of the eyes, nose, and 7

mouth [1, 2]. 8
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1.1 Challenges in PPE Provision 9

1.1.1 PPE Demand Forecasting 10

Using the WHO COVID-19 Essential Supplies Forecasting Tool (ESFT) (version 3) [3], 11

the global demand for face shields for the 12 week period of 22 November 2020 - 14 12

February 2021 is estimated to be approximately 1.04 billion units, corresponding to a 13

predicted cumulative 1.3 billion cases of COVID-19 over this period. At an estimated 14

cost of $0.60 per shield given by the ESFT, this equates to an approximately $620 15

million global expenditure on face shields over this period. These demand estimates 16

were obtained assuming the default Susceptible, Infected, and Recovered (SIR) 17

epidemiological model incorporated in the ESFT, with a cumulative global diagnosed 18

COVID-19 case count of 58.6 million as of 22 November 2020. A global population of 19

7.8 billion was assumed. Default values provided by the ESFT for healthcare system 20

equipment, diagnostic, and treatment capacity were used. 21

The ESFT only models the demand for face shields in critical medical and front-line 22

applications, yet face shields are also increasingly seen as desirable in non-medical 23

settings as a means of infection control among the general population [4]. Some airlines 24

have mandated the use of face shields by passengers [5] and face shields are increasingly 25

being adopted by businesses and institutions seeking to provide additional protection for 26

workers who routinely come into contact with large numbers of potentially infected 27

individuals. Demand for face shields (particularly of single-use designs) by the general 28

population, could increase overall demand for face shields beyond levels predicted by the 29

ESFT. This additional demand could also place stress on supply of face shields for 30

critical medical and front-line applications [6]. At the time of writing, supplies of face 31

shields are reportedly insufficient to meet demand in many locations [7, 8]. 32

1.1.2 Manufacturing and Distribution Challenges 33

Failures to provide sufficient face shields to those who need them have apparently been 34

primarily due to limitations in manufacturing and distribution capacity. In the context 35

of the COVID-19 pandemic, shortfalls in PPE provision are likely to be further 36

exacerbated by disruptions to global manufacturing supply chains and distribution. 37

These may be caused by transportation restrictions, social distancing measures, or 38

worker illness, all of which can potentially lead to labour and material shortages and 39

reduced manufacturing productivity, adversely impacting the timely production and 40

distribution of essential PPE. Face shield shortfalls are likely to be especially high in 41

less wealthy countries, which are often unable to compete with wealthier countries on a 42

price basis to import PPE during a global shortage [8]. Scaling up domestic PPE 43

manufacturing and distribution capacity in such countries, which are often less 44

industrialised and more rural, may be prohibitively expensive and slow given current 45

methods and technologies. The result is that many medical facilities in these areas are 46

currently grossly under-equipped with respect to the PPE required to treat patients and 47

protect healthcare workers in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic [8]. 48

1.1.3 Design Adaptability 49

The provision of sufficient face shields is also hindered by the potentially diverse 50

ergonomic, performance, and protection requirements of users. Some medical use-cases 51

for face shields require that additional medical devices, such as surgical loupes, be worn 52

underneath face shields, potentially requiring an adapted design suited specifically for 53

this application. Furthermore, if the general population is increasingly required to wear 54

face shields, designs which provide sufficient protection and comfortable fit for a variety 55

of wearer headforms, including children, are required. Developing and testing novel face 56
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shield designs suited to different users and applications is technically challenging and 57

time-consuming, potentially reducing the speed and volume at which face shields can be 58

delivered to these populations. 59

In addition to variation in user requirements, differences in availability of raw 60

materials, manufacturing equipment, and skilled labour in various regions may limit the 61

ability of manufacturers to scale production of an existing face shield designs, a 62

challenge already highlighted as impacting less wealthy countries especially severely. 63

The growing Free and Open-Source Hardware (FOSH) movement may provide lessons in 64

rapid, collaborative, distributed design, testing, and manufacturing of PPE in response 65

to the COVID-19 pandemic in a diverse range of contexts [9]. 66

1.1.4 Environmental Impacts 67

Many existing face shield designs are intended to be single-use, largely due to the 68

challenges with ensuring efficient and effective decontamination. Given the enormous 69

global demand for face shields projected over the course of the pandemic, high volumes 70

of plastic waste, contained in clinical waste streams, are likely to enter landfills as a 71

result. Assuming 50 grams of plastic are used for one single-use face shield, the 72

consumption of 1.03 billion face shields over the coming 12 weeks could result in 52 73

kilotonnes of plastic waste entering landfill. 74

1.2 Opportunities in Design Innovation to Address PPE 75

Shortages 76

New designs and manufacturing methods for face shields which are cost-effective, allow 77

for rapid high-volume production, and are resilient with respect to supply chain 78

disruptions could allow for increased production of face shields to meet predicted global 79

demand. Challenges in local production of face shields in low-income regions could be 80

addressed through the development of face shield designs which may be manufactured 81

using a variety of available manufacturing methods, materials, and labour. Simple 82

designs which may be replicated and adapted easily with minimal specialist knowledge 83

could allow for manufacturers in both wealthy and low-income countries to modify the 84

design to best suit the performance and ergonomic requirements of their intended user. 85

Challenges in rapid global distribution, particularly to rural and remote areas, could be 86

addressed through designs which may be transported in a space-efficient manner. 87

Designs which allow face shields to be safely reused could also significantly reduce 88

global demand for face shields, reduce plastic waste, and result in significant cost 89

savings. Assuming they could be safely reused over 10-50 shifts at equivalent cost and 90

material consumption, reuseable face shields could reduce demand by 90-98%, resulting 91

in global PPE cost savings of approximately $560-610 million, and the prevention of 92

approximately 47-51 kilotonnes of plastic from entering landfill over the coming 12 week 93

period. Reuse could also help to ensure sufficient supply of face shields during 94

interruptions to manufacturing and distribution which, if only single-use face shields 95

were available, would result in shortages or require significantly higher stockpiling of 96

face shields to prepare for. Challenges in reusability of face shields could be addressed 97

through designs which minimise the use of materials which are difficult to 98

decontaminate, are designed with geometries that result in minimal trapping of soiling 99

and maximal access by decontaminating agents, and are easy to visually inspect for 100

soiling. 101

This paper presents a design (Fig 1) for a face shield for infection control which 102

consists of a single folded sheet of flexible, clear, fluid-impermeable plastic, strap 103

holders made using the same plastic, and an elastic strap. Subject to the validation of 104

an approved decontamination procedure, this design is also likely to be reusable. A 105
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range of feasible manufacturing methods are presented, demonstrating the ability for 106

the design to be produced using a variety of available machinery and labour. A flexible 107

physical-digital iterative design methodology is presented which allows designers to 108

adapt it to specific ergonomic, protection, and other requirements as appropriate for 109

their local context and application. 110

Fig 1. Curved crease origami face shield design. (A) three-quarters view (B) profile
view. The individual in this figure has given written informed consent (as outlined in
the PLOS consent form) to publish this image.

2 Design Requirements of Face Shields for Infection 111

Control 112

2.1 Performance Requirements of Face Shields for Infection 113

Control 114

The function of face shields for infection control is to protect the wearer from liquid 115

droplets and sprays which may contain infectious agents. Face shields must also allow 116

other PPE, including respiratory protection (such as respirators or surgical masks) and 117

additional eye protection (such as goggles) to be worn in conjunction with the face 118

shield. Specific design and performance requirements for face shields for infection 119

control vary by jurisdiction. 120

The performance requirements for face shields for a variety of applications are 121

described in European standard EN 166. The face shield design presented in this paper 122

was tested to the British Standards Institute’s PPE Technical Specification 2020/403 for 123

Healthcare Professionals during the COVID-19 Pandemic, which cites performance 124

requirements outlined in EN 166, listed below: 125

• BS EN 166:2002: 6.1. General Construction 126

• BS EN 166:2002: 6.2. Materials 127

• BS EN 166:2002: 6.3. Headbands 128

• BS EN 166:2002: 7.1.1. Field Of Vision 129

• BS EN 166:2002: 7.1.2.2. Spherical / Astigmatic / Prismatic / Refractive Powers 130

• BS EN 166:2002: 7.1.3. Quality of Material And Surface 131

• BS EN 166:2002: 7.2.4. Protection Against Droplets and Splashed of Liquids 132

• BS EN 166:2002: 7.2.8. Lateral Protection 133

The key requirement of face shields as described in EN 166:2002: 7.2.4. Protection 134

Against Droplets and Splashes of Liquids, is the protection of the mucous membranes of 135

the eyes from direct contact with liquids and sprays containing infectious agents. 136

2.2 Design Requirements for Face Shields in the Context of 137

Severe Shortages 138

Due to the severe shortages of PPE experienced during the COVID-19 pandemic, revised 139

recommendations have been made by a number of public health bodies concerning the 140
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use of PPE. The WHO, in particular, recommends the following “last resort temporary 141

measures”, which may be “considered independently or in combination, depending on 142

the local situation” when severe PPE shortages are likely to be experienced [6]: 143

1. PPE extended use (using for longer periods of time than normal according to 144

standards); 145

2. Reprocessing followed by reuse (after cleaning or decontamination/sterilization) of 146

either reusable or disposable PPE; 147

3. Considering alternative items compared with the standards recommended by 148

WHO. 149

The above recommendations have a number of implications for the purpose of the 150

development of new face shield designs which may be used in contexts experiencing 151

severe PPE shortages. The recommendation that PPE be worn for longer periods 152

increases the importance a comfortable fit for as wide a variety of wearer physiologies as 153

possible, and the minimisation of excessive pressure, chafing, scratching or other sources 154

of discomfort or potential injury which may result from wearing face shields for 155

extended periods. The recommendation that reprocessing of face shields be considered 156

necessitates face shield designs which may be effectively decontaminated, ideally in a 157

labour and resource-efficient manner. 158

3 Precedent Face Shield Designs 159

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, a variety of organisations and 160

institutions have developed novel face shield designs and production methods. Based on 161

a survey of these designs, four broad categories of face shields were identified. These 162

categories are distinguished largely by the design, manufacturing procedure, and 163

materials used in the face shield suspension system, which supports the transparent 164

visor that provides the primary protective function. It was observed that while 165

suspension systems varied widely, visor components were largely similar between 166

designs, typically consisting of an elastically bent sheet of flexible clear plastic. 167

The categories of face shields identified were the following: face shields which use a 168

1) foam pad, 2) rigid plastic frame, 3) flexible plastic band, or 4) contiguous folding of 169

the visor sheet for their suspension systems, as shown in Fig 2. Table 1 presents a 170

comparative analysis of the characteristics of the face shield designs surveyed. The 171

features evaluated include fabrication methods, materials required, reusability, 172

protection from above (top coverage), and the open-source provision of the digital data 173

required for their fabrication. 174

Fig 2. Face shield suspension system types. Simplified illustrations based on designs
published by (A) [10] (B) [11] (C) [12] (D) [13]

3.1 Suspension Systems 175

3.1.1 Foam Pad 176

The first category of face shields surveyed are those incorporating foam strips and an 177

elastic headband as a means of supporting the visor in front of the face in a curved 178

configuration. Manufacturing procedures described for these designs typically make use 179

of manual assembly processes, resulting in reported production capacities of 1500 face 180

shields per day at one institution [26]. 181
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Table 1. Characteristics of selected face shield designs grouped by suspension system.
Rigid Plastic Flexible Plastic Folded Foam Pad
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Fabrication method
3D printing • • • • • •
Laser cutting • • • • • •
Die cutting • •
Manual fabrication •
Materials required
PLA • • • • • •
PET / PETG • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Acetate/PVC • •
Elastic/rubber band • • • • • • •
PP (strap/headband) • • • • •
Silicone rubber • •
Foam • • • •
Staples • •
Adhesives • •
Adjustable string •
Reusability • • • • • • • • •
Top coverage • • • • • • • • •
Open source • • • • • • •

While the use of a foam pad likely helps to provide a comfortable fit for a variety of 182

wearer headforms, it has a number of disadvantages with regards to the face shield 183

provision in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. First, effective decontamination 184

and visual inspection of soiling is likely to be more challenging in face designs 185

incorporating foam pads. Porous open-cell foam material may trap infectious agents 186

both inside the material, and at the interfaces of the material and the visor. Both of 187

these locations are difficult to visually inspect. A preliminary study of decontamination 188

of face shields incorporating foam in the headband region found that biological 189

indicators placed in the foam were not successfully sterilised [27]. Decontaminating 190

agents, including alcohol or chlorine-containing solutions may also degrade foams and 191

the adhesives used in some cases to affix them to the visor [28]. These factors mean that 192

face shields incorporating foam pads are unlikely to be safely reusable. 193

Furthermore, the relatively high number of unique materials required in some 194

surveyed designs using a foam pad (plastic sheet material, adhesive-backed foam or 195

foam and additional adhesive, fixings, or elastic strap) increases the sensitivity of 196

production of such designs to supply chain disruptions caused by the pandemic. Finally, 197

the inclusion of foam pads limits the distribution efficiency of face shields by increasing 198

both their volume and potentially the volume wasted in packing for storage and 199

transport. The worst-case packing thickness of such designs, equal to the combined 200

thickness of the foam pad and the visor sheet material, is likely to be approximately 201

20-25 mm, which is significantly higher than other designs surveyed. 202

3.1.2 Rigid Plastic Frames 203

A large number of the surveyed face shield designs used rigid plastic elements as a frame 204

for supporting the visor and enforcing the desired surface curvature. In some instances, 205

these plastic elements were manufactured using 3D printing technology. While 3D 206
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printing allows for straightforward reproduction of designs with low barriers to entry in 207

manufacturing procedure set-up, it suffers from very slow manufacturing times. 208

Reported fabrication rates of designs produced using 3D printing methods reached 1,000 209

face shields per week (approximately 150 per day), depending on the scale of the 210

production facility [17]. Furthermore, 3D printed plastic elements are porous, 211

potentially trapping infectious agents and making them difficult to disinfect [29]. A 212

number of designs surveyed in this category also did not provide protection from above. 213

3D printing of top visors requires significant consumption of material, and could further 214

slow production rates. Finally, depending on their geometry and rigid nature, rigid 215

plastic frames, similarly to foam pads, may also limit packing efficiency for storage and 216

transport. The worst-case packing thickness of such designs may range between 5-20 217

mm. 218

3.1.3 Flexible Plastic Band 219

A third category of face shields are designs where some or all of the headband 220

component is cut from the same transparent plastic sheet material as used for the visor. 221

This allows for high-volume and straightforward manufacture using laser-cutting or 222

die-cutting methods. Die-cutting manufacture allows for the highest production rate of 223

face shields reported, at up to 90,000 shields per day at one facility [12]. Smaller-scale 224

labs producing such designs using laser cutting have reported production rates of 1,500 – 225

3,000 shields per day [25]. The smaller number of unique materials in these designs also 226

results in reduced sensitivity to supply chain disruptions. Designs using flexible plastic 227

bands may benefit from significantly higher packing efficiency than foam pads and rigid 228

plastic frames, because they may be flat-packed for storage and transport and 229

assembled into their three-dimensional configurations when being opened for use. This 230

yields worst-case packing thicknesses approaching the thickness of the sheet material, or 231

0.5-1.0 mm. A limitation of the designs surveyed in this category is their lack of 232

protection from liquid splashes and sprays from above. 233

3.1.4 Contiguous Folding 234

Finally, a small number of designs [13,23,30,31] have explored the use of folding 235

techniques to provide protection from liquids and sprays from above the face, by using a 236

single contiguous sheet of transparent sheet material as both a front and top visor, and 237

as part of the suspension system. These designs also benefit from high-volume 238

manufacturing using laser-cutting and die-cutting. Folded designs also benefit from 239

reduced supply chain sensitivity as they consist of a small number of unique materials. 240

If transported in their flat-packed configuration, such designs also have worst-case 241

packing thicknesses approaching the thickness of the sheet material, or 0.5-1.0 mm. 242

The designs presented in [13, 30, 31] use complex straight-line folding patterns which 243

may only be practical to produce using mechanised methods of cutting and creasing. 244

This potentially limits their adoption in areas with limited access to these mechanised 245

production methods. [30,31] further require the use of both plastic and paper in the 246

shield, apparently bonded together using adhesives. [23], by contrast, uses curved 247

folding of a single contiguous sheet to achieve a face shield which may be transformed 248

from a flat sheet to a three dimensional geometry which conforms to the wearer’s head. 249

The simplicity of the folding pattern and cutting boundary used in such a curved crease 250

design make it producible using manual methods. However, [23] uses staples for 251

headband strap attachment and to stabilise the geometry of the shield, posing a 252

potential scratching hazard, and preventing headband strap length adjustment to suit 253

different wearer headforms. By permanently affixing the panels of the shield to each 254

other, these staples also prevent the design from being returned to its flat configuration 255
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after folding. Finally, permanent metallic fasteners such as staples likely limit 256

reusability, because these could trap infectious agents, limit access of sterilising agents, 257

and could corrode upon repeated contact with water when this is used for cleaning. 258

The design presented in this paper (Figure 1), shared publicly at around the same 259

date as the similar design presented in [23], also uses a simple curved folding pattern to 260

achieve a shield conforming to the wearer’s head, which may be manufactured using 261

manual methods. This design is described in greater detail in Section 5. A potential 262

challenge with folded face shield designs is developing folding patterns for a variety of 263

wearer headforms and user performance requirements. In addition to reporting on the 264

design developed as part of this work, this paper also presents an iterative 265

physical-digital prototyping method for rapidly developing curved folding patterns of 266

face shields for a variety of wearer headforms. 267

3.2 Observations on the State of the Art of Face Shields for 268

Infection Control 269

The above survey of existing face shield designs highlighted large differences in the 270

production rates of face shields resulting from the use of certain manufacturing 271

processes, ranging over nearly three orders of magnitude. The survey also highlighted 272

the importance of material selection to enable effective decontamination of face shields 273

for reuse. The inclusion of open-cell foams, 3D printed materials, and adhesives was 274

identified as potentially preventing effective decontamination. 275

To illustrate the importance of high-volume production and the ability to effectively 276

reuse face shields, it is worth considering the rate of production required to meet global 277

predicted demand for face shields in the single-use and reuse cases. Assuming a 278

production rate of 90,000 face shields per day from a known die-cutting facility [12] (the 279

fastest rate of production of face shields known to the authors), approximately 137 such 280

facilities globally would need to be operating at full capacity continuously to produce 281

the required average number of face shields daily over the coming 12 week period. 282

Assuming reuse over 10 or 50 times, only 14 or 3 such facilities, respectively, would be 283

required to meet global demand, assuming optimal distribution. 284

The packing efficiency of face shields for storage and transport was also identified as 285

an important consideration in design, with estimated packing efficiencies for the designs 286

surveyed ranging over an order of magnitude. Individual packaging of face shields is also 287

likely desirable for infection control. Packing film thickness for flexible packaging is 288

likely to range from approximately 0.013 mm to approximately 0.076 mm [32]. 289

Incorporating two layers of packing film (above and below) the shield in estimates of the 290

worst-case packing thickness for face shields slightly reduces the estimate of the 291

difference in packing efficiency between thicker and thinner face shield designs. It 292

should noted here as well that reuse could significantly reduce packaging waste, and 293

environmental impacts due to transportation of face shields. 294

Many shield designs surveyed do not provide protection from liquids and sprays from 295

above, potentially limiting their fitness for purpose. Finally, the use of a small number 296

of unique materials in designs was identified as a means for limiting the sensitivity of 297

face shield manufacturing to supply chain disruptions. 298
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Fig 3. Elastica curved-crease origami surface generation approach. A) Elastica B)
Extruded elastica C) Curved-crease origami generation.

4 Opportunities in Sheet-Material Manufacturing 299

for PPE Production 300

4.1 Advantages of Sheet Material Fabrication 301

The manufacturing and distribution of products from sheet materials has a number of 302

advantages relevant to the production of face shields during the COVID-19 pandemic. 303

Raw sheet materials can be rapidly produced at high volume and transported efficiently 304

to fabrication sites due to their high packing efficiency in rolls or stacks. As identified in 305

the previous section, products made from sheet materials may also in some cases be 306

transported in their flat configurations with high packing efficiency. Numerous 307

manufacturing methods exist for cutting and creasing of thin sheet materials, ranging 308

from completely manual methods (hand-cutting, creasing, and folding) through to 309

computer-controlled cutting methods (laser, waterjet, and drag knife cutters) and a 310

variety of pressing methods (die-cutting and stamping). This flexibility with respect to 311

manufacturing methods is a key advantage in the context of the provision of PPE 312

during the COVID-19 pandemic, where distributed manufacturing approaches making 313

use of locally available machinery and labour could help to meet PPE demand in 314

developing and remote regions. 315

When combined with folding, in an “origami” approach, sheet material 316

manufacturing techniques may be used to produce complex, varied, and 317

high-performance mechanisms and structures. Diverse available folding patterns can 318

achieve a variety of functionalities, such as deployability, load-carrying capacity, and 319

kinetic energy dissipation behaviour. Origami folding techniques have been increasingly 320

studied and adopted across a wide range of disciplines, including medicine, aerospace, 321

and architecture. 322

4.2 Curved-Crease Origami 323

Curved-crease origami are a class of origami structures that possess curved fold lines, 324

rather than the straight fold lines seen in typical origami. Curved-crease origami allow 325

transformation of flat sheet materials into complex three-dimensional forms which 326

possess curved surface regions, as their unique curved folds cause bending in the sheet 327

material during the folding process [33,34]. 328

Recent research has demonstrated concise analytical models for designing the 329

three-dimensional surface geometries of certain special cases of curved-crease 330

origami [35]. These cases assume an “elastica” surface curvature corresponding to a 331

minimum energy configuration of an elastically-bent slender rod, Fig 3A [36]. This 332

assumed curvature can be extruded and reflected to generate a developable 333

three-dimensional surface [37], Fig 3B, with the surface then unrolled to give the curved 334

fold lines required for manufacture from an elastic sheet material. Parametric control 335

over the elastica curve and the position and orientation of mirror planes allows for 336

precise control over the size and shape of the generated three-dimensional form, or over 337

the size of the two-dimensional sheet material required for production. 338
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5 Curved-Crease Origami Face Shields 339

The face shield design presented in this paper (Fig 4) uses an elastica surface 340

curved-crease origami approach involving the creation of two curved folds in a sheet of 341

flexible transparent plastic. When folded along the two curves, the sheet is transformed 342

into three contiguous surfaces (Fig 4A), which, together, perform the suspension and 343

protection functions required of face shields for infection control. These three surfaces 344

are 1) the forehead rest, which provides support for the face shield geometry on the 345

forehead of the wearer; 2) a top visor which rigidly positions the shield with respect to 346

the head attachment and protects the wearer from splashes, sprays, and aerosols from 347

above; and 3) the front visor which protects the wearer from splashes, sprays, and 348

aerosols from the front and sides. The simple curved folding pattern of this design 349

(similarly to [23]) make it practical to produce using universally accessible manual 350

methods, in contrast with the complex straight-line folding patterns required to produce 351

the shields described in [13,30,31]. 352

Fig 4. (A) Curved crease origami face shield comprised of three surfaces: 1) a forehead
rest; 2) a top visor; and 3) a front visor. (B) The design parameters of the unrolled
geometry of the face shield (dimensions in mm).

Rather than a permanently affixed headband strap as in [23], the design incorporates 353

a removeable headband consisting of an elastic strap and strap holders, manufactured 354

from the same plastic material used in the shield. This allows for strap adjustment to 355

suit a variety of headforms, and permits the headband strap to be removed as part of 356

potential decontamination procedures. The headband strap is attached to the front 357

visor, as opposed to the interface of the top visor and forehead rest as in [23]. This 358

stabilises the shield geometry when worn without the requirement for permanent 359

fasteners. This property allows the design to be reversibly folded and unfolded from its 360

two-dimensional flat-packed to three-dimensional worn configuration. The shield may 361

be transported in its flat-packed configuration at high packing efficiency, and folded into 362

its three-dimensional configuration by the user upon unpacking at its destination. After 363

use, the shield may be subsequently flattened again for possible cleaning, storage, or 364

transport. For infection control, these shields could be transported individually in 365

flexible plastic film sleeves. 366

Subject to validation of an effective decontamination procedure, the shield design 367

could potentially be decontaminated for reuse by removing the headband, flattening the 368

shield, and decontaminating the shield surface using a variety of cleaning and sterilising 369

methods. The shield, apart from the removable, disposable headband, contains no 370

materials or components (such as foam, 3D-printed elements, or staples) or geometric 371

features likely able to trap infectious agents or limit access of sterilising agents. Finally, 372

the design requires only two materials (PET sheet and elastic strapping), resulting in 373

minimal supply chain sensitivity. This design was developed using an iterative two-stage 374

procedure involving both physical prototyping and digital refinement and visualisation 375

(Fig 5), described in the following sections. 376

Fig 5. Iterative physical-digital design workflow used to develop curved crease origami
face shield design.

5.1 Physical Prototyping 377

Physical prototyping of the face shield design presented in this paper used manual 378

cutting, creasing, and folding methods to rapidly produce prototypes for evaluation. 379
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This procedure was used to determine the approximate geometry of the boundary curve, 380

folding curves, and the location and dimensions of the strap attachment holes of the 381

face shield. This process, through which novel face shield geometries could be 382

manufactured and evaluated within five to ten minutes, allowed for rapid evolution of 383

the design to meet key performance requirements. Physical prototyping was conducted 384

first using cardboard, later using 440 micron acetate plastic sheeting, and finally using 385

510 micron polyethylene terephthalate (PET) sheets. 386

5.1.1 Curved Foldlines 387

Physical prototyping was first used to determine the approximate location of the two 388

curved foldlines in the face shield design. The position and shape of the foldlines affect 389

the fit, protection, and mechanical behaviour of the face shield. A key consideration of 390

the design is the angle between the forehead rest portion and front visor portion of the 391

shield, which arises from the relative orientation of the two foldline reflection planes in 392

an assumed elastica surface curved crease origami rationalisation of the face shield 393

design. Experimentation through physical prototyping determined that in order to allow 394

the forehead rest to adapt comfortably to the sloping profile of the human forehead, 395

while orienting the front visor such that it did not project too far out from the face, a 396

deviation angle of approximately 30 degrees between the forehead rest and front visor 397

was effective. 398

A second key consideration for the design is the position of the front visor with 399

respect to the face. The front visor must be far enough from the face to allow primary 400

PPE (goggles and respirator or surgical mask) to be worn comfortably underneath the 401

face shield, but not so far away from the face that protection from splashes and droplets 402

is compromised. During physical prototyping it was also observed that the distance of 403

the face shield from the face also influenced the likelihood of fogging, caused when water 404

vapor suspended in exhaled gases condenses onto the inside of the front visor. Fogging 405

increased when the front visor was closer to the face likely due to the reduced ability for 406

vapor to leave the volume between the wearers face and the front visor, prior to 407

condensation occurring. The distance of the front visor from the wearer’s face is 408

controlled largely by the distance between the two folding curves. 409

5.1.2 Boundary Curves 410

The design of the boundary cutting curves for the face shield was informed by 411

protection and performance requirements, including that face shields: provide adequate 412

lateral protection from droplets and splashes; not restrict movement of the head with 413

respect to contact with the shoulders and chest; and have no sharp projections which 414

could pose a scratching or cutting hazard, particularly during donning and doffing. 415

Physical prototyping and preliminary testing of shield samples to EN 166 requirements 416

informed the width and height of the sheet used for the face shield. To reduce the 417

sharpness of the shield geometry at locations which could pose a scratching or cutting 418

risk, the upper corners of the shield were filleted along a circular profile, a geometry 419

chosen for ease of replicability using non-digital fabrication methods. The bottom 420

corners of the shield design follow a freeform curve chosen to balance protection and 421

freedom of movement requirements. The boundary geometry also influenced fogging 422

behaviour, with larger shields, particularly those with significant extension of the front 423

visor below the chin, resulting in greater fogging. 424
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Fig 6. Analytical parametric model (A) construction sequence and key parameters. (B)
Final folded form and pattern parameters.

5.1.3 Strap Hole Attachment Location 425

The location and dimensions of the strap attachment holes was found to significantly 426

influence the geometry of the face shield when worn. Physical prototyping determined 427

that higher strap attachment hole locations caused the front visor surface to spread 428

laterally, assuming a more flat curvature towards the bottom of the shield. Lower strap 429

locations resulted in the face shield geometry assuming a tighter surface curvature, 430

particularly towards the bottom of the shield. 431

5.2 Digital Design Refinement 432

The aim of the physical prototyping procedure described in the above sections was to 433

produce an approximation of the final geometry of the boundary curve, folding curves, 434

and strap attachment hole locations and dimensions which were likely to result in 435

designs satisfying all performance requirements. The folding curves produced using 436

manual fabrication methods were intended to correspond approximately to those 437

created using an elastica curved-crease origami surface generation approach. This 438

section describes a procedure whereby a digital parametric model incorporating elastica 439

surface generation was used to generate refined digitised folding curves based on those 440

generated using manual methods. 441

5.2.1 Parametric Geometry Modelling 442

The face shield was modelled using a three-dimensional parametric analytical model of a 443

twice-mirrored extruded elastica shell (Fig 6). This parametric model provides a 444

three-dimensional surface geometry prediction for the face shield design from six 445

parameters, as shown in Fig A. These include: 446

• L: Horizontal sheet length. 447

• w: Vertical sheet length. 448

• b: Distance between the side edges of the face shield in its worn configuration, 449

equal to the width of the wearer’s head at this point plus a gap. 450

• θa: Inclination angle of Mirror Plane A, where Mirror Plane A intersects with the 451

top corners of the sheet. 452

• wb: Distance of Mirror Plane B from the top of the sheet. 453

• θb: Inclination angle of Mirror Plane B. 454

The parameters L and b describe a unique elastica, corresponding to the arc length 455

and distance, respectively, between the elastica’s end supports. In this study, elastica 456

curves were generated in a Rhino-Grasshopper parametric CAD environment using an 457

open-source numerical solver [38]. When extruded by a distance w (the vertical size of 458

the sheet), and mirrored at Mirror Planes A and B, this elastica provides a prediction of 459

the three-dimensional surface geometry of the face shield. Boundary curves and strap 460

attachment holes are assumed to be cut from this surface without altering its curvature. 461

Importantly, this elastica surface generation approach assumes continuous translational 462

restraint along the two edges in the extrusion axis (Fig 3B). This differs from the 463

support conditions of the actual face shield in its worn configuration, which is supported 464
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by the wearer’s forehead against the forehead rest surface, and the elastic headband 465

connected to the strap attachment locations. As will be shown in the following section, 466

when the strap attachment holes are positioned through iterative physical prototyping 467

such that the change in curvature of the front visor along its height is minimised, the 468

above elastica surface generation approach is sufficiently accurate to reasonably predict 469

the actual geometry of the face shield when worn. 470

To generate the refined three-dimensional geometry of the face shield, key design 471

parameters were measured from the physical prototype and applied to the digital 472

parametric model. Six length parameters may be directly measured from the physical 473

prototype, including L, w, b, wb, and the distances sa and sb, which are the distances 474

from the top of the sheet to the mid-points of folding curves A and B respectively. The 475

approach taken to generate the mirror plane angles θa and θb is to choose these values 476

such that the mid-point rises of the digitally-generated folding curves are equal to the 477

mid-point rises sa and sb of the folding curves measured on the physical prototype. 478

Equations 1 and 2 relate θa and θb to sb and sb. 479

θa = tan−1(
sa
h

) (1)

θb = tan−1(
sb − wb

h
) (2)

where h is the height of the unique elastica determined by b and L [39]). 480

As implemented in the Rhino-Grasshopper environment, this parametric geometry 481

modelling tool is able to generate 3D geometry visualisations with sub-second response 482

times on a typical personal computer, allowing for effectively real-time exploration of 483

design options. The geometry generated using this digital refinement procedure was 484

subsequently used to manufacture the face shield using digitally-enabled fabrication 485

methods. Multiple iterations of manual physical prototyping, digital refinement, and 486

digital fabrication were used to refine and generate the final design presented in this 487

paper. 488

5.2.2 Geometry Validation 489

To evaluate the usefulness of the analytical mirrored elastica curved-crease origami 490

approach for prediction of the geometry of the face shield, a 3D scan using 491

photogrammetry was performed of a face shield on a wearer’s head (Fig 7). 120 492

photographs were taken of the face shield on the wearer’s head at approximately 0.5-1.0 493

metres distance. The photogrammetry software Metashape Pro was used to generate a 494

3D scan mesh representation from the images. The 3D scan mesh was scaled using a 495

physical measurement of the widest point of the wearer’s ears in the horizontal axis 496

orthogonal to the wearer’s viewing direction (195 mm) and the corresponding points on 497

the 3D scan mesh. The 3D scan mesh was positioned and oriented such that the vertical 498

centreline of the front visor of the 3D scan mesh and analytically predicted geometry 499

coincided. The 3D scan mesh was rotated about this axis to an angle such that the 500

perimeter of the visor in the 3D scan mesh roughly coincided with the corresponding 501

locations on the analytically predicted geometry. 502

The deviation of the 3D scan mesh from the analytically predicted geometry was 503

measured by comparing the scan mesh with the surface prediction at 11 extraction 504

points on the generated surface, indicated as blue spheres in Figure 7. The extraction 505

point at the top edge of the forehead rest (indicated as 3 in Figure 7) was chosen 506

manually to determine the estimated maximum deviation of the forehead rest 3D 507

scanned surface from the predicted geometry. For all of the extraction points except the 508

top right and left corners (indicated as 1 and 2, respectively in Figure 7) and the top of 509
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the forehead rest, the corresponding closest points on the mesh were found 510

automatically. To account for increased thickness of the 3D scan mesh due to 511

photogrammetry artifacts at these locations, and the more extreme geometric deviations 512

at the top corners and top of the forehead rest, corresponding points on the mesh at 513

these three locations were chosen manually to correspond to the centre of the scan mesh 514

thickness and the correct position on the 3D scan mesh geometry edge. All 515

corresponding points on the 3D scan mesh are indicated as red spheres in Figure 7. 516

The distance between the between the 3D scan mesh and predicted geometry at all 517

extraction points except for the top corners and top of the forehead rest was less than 518

approximately 2.5 mm (approximately 5 times the thickness of the PET sheet). At the 519

top right and left corners of the face shield, deviations between the 3D scan and the 520

predicted geometry were greater, at approximately 15 and 11 mm, respectively. At the 521

extreme point selected at the top of the forehead rest a deviation of approximately 14 522

mm was measured. 523

Fig 7. Comparison of predicted geometry with 3D photogrammetry scan of face shield
on wearer’s head. 1) top right corner extraction point 2) top left corner extraction point
3) manually selected extraction point at top edge of forehead rest.

The above results demonstrate that the analytical prediction corresponds reasonably 524

well to the true geometry of the face shield as measured using the 3D scanning method 525

employed. The differences between the actual face shield and the analytical prediction 526

are primarily due to the differences in support conditions in the analytical model 527

compared to the actual face shield, as discussed in the previous section. The analytical 528

shape prediction was also simplified to assume a rectangular boundary and no internal 529

cuts, both of which would alter panel bending stiffness in the physical face shield. 530

The reasonably good correspondence between the analytical prediction of the 531

geometry of the face shield and its true geometry as measured with a 3D scan suggest 532

that the parametric modelling approach used to predict and visualise the geometry of 533

the face shield is likely to be useful in the design process of future iterations and 534

adaptions of this face shield. It is important to note here that several rounds of iterative 535

prototyping may be required to determine strap attachment locations which result in 536

minimal change in surface curvature of the front visor along its height, thus ensuring 537

closest agreement with the analytically predicted geometry. A further factor which was 538

found to potentially influence the geometry of the face shield when worn was the 539

orientation of the sheet material in the face shield with respect to its rolling direction 540

when packed for transport. The 510 micron PET sheet used in this study exhibited some 541

residual curvature due to plastic deformation from being rolled. This could potentially 542

influence the geometry of the face shield if the rolling direction during storage and 543

transport coincides with the bending direction in the face shield’s worn configuration. 544

5.3 Rapid Physical-Digital Prototyping Approach for Future 545

Face Shield Designs 546

The above approach using both physical prototyping and parametric digital design 547

refinement may be used to rapidly explore and refine further iterations on the design 548

presented in this paper. In particular, using the above approach, designers may 549

straightforwardly adapt the design to different wearer head-forms, or make alterations 550

to the geometry as needed to accommodate specific protection, ergonomic, comfort, or 551

other requirements. 552

Fig 8 illustrates two hypothetical adaptations of the design presented, using 553

adjustments to the design parameters (shown in Table 2) to rapidly visualise the 554

predicted geometries of the potential designs. The “Original” design shown in Figure 8 555
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is the design tested to the EN 166 standard and found to be fit for purpose for the 556

standard adult headform described therein. While this headform likely approximately 557

describes the ergonomic requirements of a large portion of the general adult population, 558

some populations may require alternative face shield geometries. Fig 8B shows a variant 559

of the design which has been modified to have increased clearance in front of the 560

wearer’s face, for example to allow for the user to wear surgical loupes under the face 561

shield. This increased clearance is achieved by increasing the parameter wb by 35 mm, 562

to increase the extension of the top visor, thereby moving the front visor forward. As 563

this also translates the front visor up, the vertical length of the shield w was increased 564

by 55 mm to retain the same protective coverage around the chin. All other parameters 565

remained unchanged. Fig 8C shows an adaptation of the design to a child (6-10 years) 566

head form. In this variant, the width L of the sheet, and the target edge-to-edge width 567

of the shield in worn configuration b were reduced to accommodate the smaller width 568

and circumference of the child headform. The height w of the shield was also reduced to 569

eliminate excessive extension of the bottom of the shield below the child’s chin. All 570

other parameters remained unchanged. These alternative design variants have not been 571

tested or certified, but are shown to demonstrate the adaptability and potential utility 572

of the design process presented in this study. These designs are not intended to be 573

representative of face shields required for all populations but rather illustrate potential 574

modified designs suitable for specific populations potentially not well served by the 575

“Original” face shield design presented in this paper. 576

Generally, the key parameters which may be adjusted to adapt the geometry of the 577

face shield to diverse wearer headforms are likely to be the horizontal sheet length L, 578

which may be reduced to correspond to the reduced circumference of smaller wearer 579

headforms, the vertical sheet length w, which controls the downward extension of the 580

front visor, and the parameter wb, which controls the size of the top visor, which could 581

be used to vary the distance of the front visor from the wearer’s face as needed. The 582

parameter b, corresponding to width of the wearer’s head plus a gap, should also be 583

adjusted accordingly for smaller or larger wearer headforms to enable accurate geometry 584

prediction using the analytically generated face shield surface. 585

Fig 8. Variants of curved crease origami face shields based on the design presented: (A)
original (B) variant with increased frontal clearance (for example to accommodate the
wearing of surgical loupes underneath the face shield) (C) variant adapted for child
(6-10 years).

Table 2. Parameters used for face shield design variants shown in Fig 8.

mm mm mm mm Degrees Degrees
L w b wb θA θB

Original (Fig 8A) 335 315 190 82.0 37.2 23.1
Increased Frontal Clearance (Fig 8B) 335 370 190 117 37.2 23.1
Child (6-10 yrs) (Fig 8C) 320 300 180 82.0 37.2 23.1

6 Manufacturing Procedures for Curved-Crease 586

Origami Face Shields 587

A key objective of this work was the development of a design which could be produced 588

using a variety of manufacturing methods, and a range of plastic sheet materials, to 589

enable the rapid scaling of global production in the disrupted COVID-19 manufacturing 590
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and supply chain environment. A number of manufacturing procedures (summarised in 591

Table 3) were explored as part of the design and prototyping process. The various 592

manufacturing processes trialled used different techniques to produce cuts along the face 593

shield boundary curves and at the attachment holes, as well as different methods for 594

creating creases along the folding curves. For all methods trialled, folding of shields 595

along creasing curves, folding and threading of straps, and attachment of straps was 596

performed manually. Prototyping was explored in several thermoplastic sheet materials 597

and thicknesses. 598

Table 3. Characteristics of manufacturing procedures for curved crease origami face
shields, where accessibility and quality each may be “Low”, “Medium”, or “High”.
“Accessibility” refers to accessibility of manufacturing method globally to those seeking
to manufacture face shields, and may also be denoted as “Universal” where methods can
be reasonably expected to be ubiquitously accessible. “Quality” characteristics are
discussed in the text. Italicised speeds refer to speed estimates for manufacturing
procedures not tested in-depth as part of this work. ∗Die cutting and die creasing may
be performed as part of a single procedure.

s / shield
Method Speed Accessibility Quality
Cutting
Manual 60-180 Universal Low-Medium
Laser 45 Medium Medium
Die 0.3∗ Low High
Creasing
Manual 60-120 Universal Low-Medium
Mech. Pressure 30-60 Medium Medium
Partial-Depth Laser 15-45 Medium Low
Complete-Depth Laser 30-90 Medium Low
Die 0.3∗ Low High
Folding
Manual 30-90 Universal Low-High
Strap Attachment
Manual 60-180 Universal High

6.1 Material Selection 599

Initial rapid prototyping of the face shield geometry was conducted using cardboard and 600

cardstock sheets, and manual cutting and creasing methods. Once a rough geometry for 601

the face shield design was identified, prototyping continued using thermoplastic sheets. 602

Thermoplastic sheets are widely used as materials for face shield visors due to their 603

optical properties, acceptable mechanical performance, light weight, cost and ease of 604

disposal or re-use (as appropriate for the application). The specific selection of the type 605

of thermoplastic for use in face shields is further based on properties such as mechanical 606

behaviour, optical quality, chemical resistance, and impact and scratch resistance. A 607

wide range of thermoplastics have been utilised in recent face shield designs, including 608

polycarbonate [13], cellulose acetate [11], polyurethane [24], and PET [40], and 609

PETG [13,19]). 610

The design and fabrication methods presented in this paper were tested using 611

transparent sheets of 440 micron cellulose acetate and 510 micron PET. Prototyping 612

was also briefly conducted using 250 micron PET, however this material failed easily in 613

a brittle manner near strap attachment holes, and was therefore not used further. 614
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Further work should explore the manufacture of these face shields using other 615

thermoplastic sheet materials. 616

6.2 Cutting of Boundary Curves and Strap Holes 617

6.2.1 Manual Cutting 618

During initial physical prototyping, the cutting of boundary curves in plastic sheets was 619

performed using scissors, and the cutting of strap attachment holes was performed using 620

a utility knife. Strap attachment holes were also in some instances produced using 621

manual hole punchers. To produce consistent and accurate cuts, tracing was used to 622

transfer the geometry of the boundary curves and strap attachment holes to the plastic 623

sheet. An individual shield could be cut manually in approximately 1-3 minutes. These 624

methods, while slower and less accurate than mechanised methods, produced shields of 625

acceptable quality for use. Specifically, manual cutting of the boundary curve was found 626

to approximate the desired target geometry well enough so as to not affect coverage 627

performance. However, care should be taken with manual cutting of the boundary curve 628

so as not to introduce sharp projections (which could pose a scratching hazard) or slits 629

(which could pose a hair trapping hazard. Furthermore, when manual cutting, care 630

should also be taken not to over-size strap attachment holes such that strap attachment 631

clips are able to detach from the front visor during use. Manual cutting methods may 632

be particularly appropriate in settings where cutting machines may be unavailable or 633

prohibitively expensive, but labour is available and relatively inexpensive. 634

6.2.2 Mechanised Cutting 635

A variety of mechanised cutting methods were explored for producing boundary curve 636

and strap attachment hole cuts. A digitally-controlled laser cutter performed cuts 637

rapidly, performing all necessary cuts for a given shield within approximately 45 638

seconds. Laser cutters are relatively widely available, making them a fairly accessible 639

tool for local production of face shields. Shields cut using laser cutting were of good 640

quality, passing required performance tests for face shields according to European 641

standards mentioned in Section 2.1. However, laser-cutting produced char at the cut 642

boundaries, potentially requiring some manual cleaning before packaging. Furthermore, 643

we hypothesise that laser cutting may introduce local brittleness in PET sheet near cuts 644

through local heating of material caused by the laser cutting process. Finally, laser 645

cutting settings must be carefully calibrated, and sheets must be carefully positioned in 646

order to ensure consistency of cuts, potentially compromising quality in the event these 647

conditions are not successfully controlled. 648

Cutting of boundaries using a die in a manually operated bench-top hydraulic press 649

was also explored. A key challenge observed with this approach was ensuring a complete 650

cut through the sheet along the entire boundary curve. For the relatively small 10-tonne 651

bench-top hydraulic press available, achieving a complete cut sometimes proved difficult 652

due to the challenge of providing sufficient pressure to the cutting die at large distances 653

from the hydraulic ram. For larger presses, and for high-volume die-cutting machinery, 654

achieving complete cuts should pose no challenges, as has been demonstrated by 655

existing similar face shield manufacturing projects [12,13]. Assuming 90,000 shields 656

produced using die-cutting at a known facility over an 8 hour work day, the speed of 657

die-cutting per shield is estimated here as 0.3 seconds per shield. While fast, and likely 658

consistently producing shields of high quality, die cutting machinery is less widely 659

accessible than other manufacturing methods, limiting its use in some areas. 660
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6.3 Creasing 661

The face shield design presented in this paper depends on the ability to consistently fold 662

plastic sheets along predetermined curves. Controlled folding along curves may be aided 663

through the creation of creases prior to folding. Informally, creasing is a process 664

whereby a hinge may be produced in an otherwise stiff sheet material, allowing it to be 665

folded at the crease. This hinge is produced by locally reducing the bending stiffness of 666

the sheet material along a curve. 667

Creases in the presented face shield design must allow for multiple cycles of folding 668

and unfolding, to enable the transformation of the face shield from its flat configuration 669

to its three-dimensional worn configuration, and back to its flat configuration for 670

cleaning, storage, and/or transport. To meet these design requirements, the number of 671

folding and unfolding operations capable of being performed before a mechanical crease 672

failure occurs should be maximised. A mechanical failure of the thermoplastic sheet is 673

considered to render the shield unfit for purpose, as this break could compromise the 674

ability of the shield to protect the wearer from infected liquids and aerosols, or could 675

result in a scratching, cutting, or hair-trapping hazard. A variety of creasing methods 676

for thermoplastic sheets for face shields were explored as part of this study. 677

6.3.1 Manual Pressure Creasing 678

The first method of creasing explored was the use of manual methods to induce local 679

plastic deformation along the desired creasing curve by applying localised pressure to 680

the sheet over a recessed channel using a hand-held tool (Fig 9). These manual creasing 681

methods involved first tracing the creasing curves onto the sheet material for reference. 682

Next, the sheet was positioned over a 1-4 mm-wide channel of greater than 2 mm depth, 683

so that the sheet material did not reach the bottom of the channel when deformed 684

under applied pressure. A blunt, soft tool was subsequently manually pressed into the 685

sheet over the channel in a repetitive sliding motion, while the sheet was repositioned 686

such that the resulting crease followed the target curves. The choice of creasing tool was 687

found to significantly influence the mechanical performance of the resulting crease. Dull 688

tools with relatively low material hardness were found to produce creases with better 689

robustness than sharp tools made of harder materials. 690

Fig 9. Manual fabrication procedures: (A) manual tracing of digitised boundary,
folding, and strap attachment hole curves (B) manual creasing procedure using a
ballpoint pen and channel.

The above manual creasing procedure could be completed in approximately 1-2 691

minutes per shield. This method was highly effective for rapid prototyping, and when 692

conducted carefully using appropriate tools and recessed channels, could produce shields 693

of acceptable quality. If this method were to be implemented at scale, however, 694

dedicated quality control procedures might be desirable for ensuring the required 695

mechanical performance of creases. In addition to ensuring that creasing implements are 696

of appropriate dullness and softness, controlling the consistency of applied pressure is 697

likely to be of key importance in such quality control procedures. 698

A key advantage of manual creasing is that when combined with manual cutting 699

methods, this procedure can be performed with nearly universally available tools by 700

users with little to no specialised skills. Because the fabrication procedure may be 701

performed entirely on a flat sheet, a 2D cutting and creasing template (Fig 9A) may be 702

easily used to reliably reproduce the shield geometry of designs which have been tested 703

for their performance against product standards. In the course of this research, cutting 704

templates for the face shield design developed in this work were distributed digitally 705
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Fig 10. Die used for creasing with a bench-top hydraulic press (A) Illustration of
pressing procedure (B) Photograph of prototype creasing die

and used to allow makers in other locations to produce the design with little to no 706

specialist tools required. Distribution by non-digital channels, that is, postal mail, is 707

also enabled by this approach, meaning that performance-evaluated shield design 708

templates and the raw materials required to make them could be distributed to remote 709

locations without internet infrastructure or 2D printing capability. This approach could 710

be particularly valuable in less-developed regions, or in regions suffering from 711

disruptions to communications infrastructure due to natural disasters or conflict. If 2D 712

printing could be performed directly onto the plastic sheet material used for the shield, 713

this could further simplify the manual cutting creasing process through the provision of 714

visual cutting and creasing guides on the shield material itself. 715

6.3.2 Mechanised Pressure Creasing 716

Another method explored to produce creases in thermoplastic sheets was the use of a 717

creasing die on a bench-top hydraulic press. Dies (Figure 10) were produced by 718

laser-cutting 4 mm medium-density fibreboard (MDF) sheets into a three-part template, 719

and affixing a 2 mm wire rope to the top and bottom surfaces of the die opposite a 5 720

mm-wide receiving channel. Plastic sheets with boundary curve and strap attachment 721

hole cuts already complete were placed between the top and bottom surfaces of the die, 722

and the assembly was subjected to an overall applied force of approximately 60-70 kN. 723

The wire rope and receiving channel caused a local deformation of the thermoplastic 724

sheet resulting in a folding crease with a predetermined favoured folding direction. This 725

method was found to produce consistent creases with excellent robustness. The 726

procedure to insert, crease, and remove a shield using the above approach took 727

approximately 30-60 seconds. 728

An alternative die was also tested using the same hydraulic press, using a curved 729

creasing bar integrated into a cutting die. This method, while clearly promising in the 730

context of high-volume die-cutting and creasing production, was not successful using the 731

relatively low-capacity hydraulic press available for this study, because of the strong 732

variation in applied pressure as a function of distance from the hydraulic ram. 733

Specialised high-volume manufacturing machinery for combined cutting and creasing of 734

PET sheets exists, suggesting that implementing a high-volume combined cutting and 735

creasing manufacturing method for the design introduced in this paper would likely not 736

pose significant technical challenges. The speed of die creasing is estimated here using 737

the same approach as for die cutting. 738

6.3.3 Partial Depth Cut Creasing 739

Another creasing method explored as part of this work was the use of partial-depth cuts. 740

Using lower power and higher speed settings on a laser cutter than would result in a 741

complete depth cut, an “engraving” cut may be achieved which does not completely 742

penetrate the material. The resulting reduction in cross-section results in a desired local 743

reduction in bending stiffness at the crease, producing a hinge when folded. 744

An advantage of the above approach, whereby an incomplete depth cut is made by 745

laser engraving, is that this procedure may be performed quickly (likely between 15-45 746

seconds per shield), and could be completed in conjunction with complete depth cuts 747

required for boundary curves and strap attachment holes. A key disadvantage of this 748

approach, however, is the creation of a channel which may trap soiling material, and 749

prevent effective decontamination of the face shield for reuse. A further challenge 750
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observed with such incomplete depth cuts when prototyped was a higher incidence of 751

brittle failure at or near the creases when folded. Our hypothesis is that the very small 752

radius of curvature of the folding hinge created at this type of crease results in high 753

localised stress concentrations, increasing the risk of a brittle failure. A further 754

challenge with the above approach may be controlling the precise depth of the partial 755

depth cut using a laser cutter, particularly when the sheet material may not rest 756

completely flat on the laser cutting bed, or when precise laser power and speed settings 757

may be difficult to reliably control. 758

6.3.4 Full Depth Cut Creasing 759

A further creasing method explored as part of this work was the use of complete depth 760

cuts along the desired folding curve which do not completely join (for example “dashed” 761

cuts), leaving sheet material in place at least in some locations across the creasing curve. 762

A large body of literature has explored complete depth cut patterns for the creation of 763

hinges in sheet materials [41–44]. 764

While such a creasing approach would benefit from straightforward manufacture 765

using a laser-cutter (at an estimated 30-90 seconds per shield) or potentially 766

high-volume die-cutting, a key disadvantage of such creases is their permeability to 767

fluids and aerosols. Furthermore, the gaps produced by such cuts could trap soiling 768

material, and prevent effective decontamination for reuse. This work also explored the 769

use of a flexible transparent fluid-repellent adhesive-backed sheet (contact paper) 770

applied over complete depth cuts as a means of providing a fluid and aerosol barrier 771

there. While such a method could help to provide protection from fluids and aerosols in 772

designs using complete-depth cut creases, the robustness of such a laminated hinge 773

when subject to multiple rounds of repeated folding and unfolding, in addition to 774

decontamination involving liquid and manual abrasion, could be poor, potentially 775

resulting in loss of protective function after a small number of reuses. 776

6.4 Folding 777

For all of the shields produced as part of this study, sheets were manually folded along 778

creases. This folding procedure typically took between 30 and 90 seconds per shield, 779

depending on desired fidelity of the fold beyond that required to satisfy performance 780

requirements. 781

It should be noted that it is possible for users to potentially produce low quality 782

shields when manually folding, if folds are made away from the creases (introducing 783

local weaknesses and affecting worn shield geometry). When folded with reasonable 784

care, however, excellent fold robustness and consistent worn geometry are achievable. 785

This experience suggests that folding could be performed by first-time users of face 786

shields upon opening of shield packaging, thus allowing for space-efficient transportation 787

of shields in their flat-packed configuration. 788

6.5 Strap Threading and Attachment 789

Strap attachment clip folding, threading, and attachment to visors for all shields 790

produced as part of this study was performed manually. Threaded straps could be 791

shipped attached to flat face shields, resulting in worst-case packing thicknesses of 792

approximately 5.0 mm, or unthreaded, requiring that users thread and attach these 793

upon opening shield packaging, resulting in worst-case packing thicknesses approaching 794

sheet material thickness at 0.5-1.0 mm. Strap threading and attachment could be 795

performed in 1-3 minutes per shield. Apart from easily avoidable errors in threading 796
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pattern, strap attachment orientation, and tightness, high quality strap threading and 797

attachment may easily be achieved by first-time users when provided with instructions. 798

6.6 Manufacturing Method and Material Compatibility 799

It is of interest to identify which of the manufacturing methods discussed above are 800

compatible with each other, so that producers of face shields may make best use of the 801

manufacturing methods available to them. Manual cutting methods are generally likely 802

to be incompatible with mechanised creasing methods, because such mechanised 803

methods are likely to require precise boundary curves for registration, which may be 804

difficult to achieve using some manual cutting methods. Laser and die-cutting methods 805

are likely to be compatible with any creasing method. All methods considered are 806

compatible with manual folding and strap threading and attachment, the only folding 807

and strap attachment methods considered in this paper. Both PET and acetate are 808

potentially compatible with all methods, however, as previously mentioned, brittle 809

failures were observed in thin (250 micron) PET when produced using laser cutting and 810

mechanical pressure creasing. Those manufacturing curved crease origami face shields 811

are responsible for testing these according to medical device performance standards in 812

their jurisdiction to ensure that the particular manufacturing methods and materials 813

used in their production result in face shields which are fit for purpose. 814

7 Performance of Curved-Crease Origami Face 815

Shields 816

7.1 Performance Assessment 817

A version of the face shield design presented in this paper (denoted model number 818

HS-00-00-01) passed all of the tests described in the BSI’s PPE Technical Specification 819

2020/403 for Healthcare Professionals during the COVID-19 Pandemic, as tested on the 820

adult reference head-form for eye protection evaluation described in EN 166, clause 17. 821

The design tested used 510 micron PET, laser cutting, mechanical pressure creasing, 822

and manual folding and strap attachment. The tests and checks performed are listed in 823

Section 2.1. 824

This testing was part of the conformity assessment (CE marking approval) process 825

required for permission from the United Kingdom Office for Product Safety and 826

Standards to manufacture and distribute face shields for infection control during the 827

COVID-19 pandemic. This process, which also involved a review of technical 828

documentation and proposed manufacturing procedures, was granted for the 829

manufacturing of this face shield design at the University of Cambridge Department of 830

Architecture. This approval means that, according to UK public health guidance and 831

European Standards, the design was deemed fit for purpose as a face shield for infection 832

control during the COVID-19 pandemic, and subject to controlled manufacturing 833

procedures, could be distributed as a face shield for infection control within the UK. It is 834

important to note that this approval applies only to shields manufactured by University 835

of Cambridge Department of Architecture using the materials and manufacturing 836

methods associated with the shields which were tested as part of the approval process. 837

Preliminary feedback regarding shield designs was also obtained from a small 838

number of healthcare workers. Comments focussed on the fit, comfort, degree of fogging, 839

and overall size of the shields. Users reported that the shields were comfortable to wear 840

for extended periods, and fogging was not reported as a concern. In hot conditions, 841

sweating in the forehead rest region was identified as a potential issue, but was 842

ultimately not found to be a significant concern. Early feedback from users also 843
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informed the design of the front visor, whose size in later design iterations was limited 844

to prevent restriction of head movement. 845

A comprehensive study involving human participants to evaluate the performance of 846

the face shield was outside of the scope of this work, and not required for CE 847

certification. As this work did not involve randomising participants to different groups, 848

did not involve any change to treatment or standards of care, and was not intended to 849

provide generalisable research findings, it was deemed to fall outside the the scope of 850

research as considered by the UK National Health Service (NHS) Health Research 851

Authority [45] and no formal review by a Research Ethics Committee deemed necessary. 852

It is also important to note that, although preliminary user feedback did not report 853

fogging as a concern, some design variants tested by the authors did exhibit some 854

fogging. Increasing the space between the front visor and the wearer’s face and limiting 855

excessive extension of the bottom of the front visor were identified as potential 856

strategies to mitigate fogging if this appears to be a concern in future design variants. 857

The above-mentioned BSI testing procedure for CE approval face shields for infection 858

control in the COVID-19 pandemic did not include any tests for fogging. 859

7.2 Reusability Evaluation 860

7.2.1 Decontamination Procedure 861

Further tests were conducted to assess the likelihood of the ability for the face shield 862

presented in this paper to be safely reused. A preliminary evaluation of a potential 863

decontamination procedure was conducted, whereby the strap was removed from the 864

shield, the shield was flattened, and liquid soap was used to manually clean and 865

disinfect the shield. Once dry, sterilising wipes containing chlorhexidine were used to 866

sterilise the shield. Disinfection using sterilising wipes has been suggested in United 867

States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (US CDC) guidance [46] and in 868

recent work using a similar face shield design [27] to likely be an effective means of 869

decontaminating face shields for reuse in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. As 870

preparation for subsequent reuse, the shield was folded back into its three-dimensional 871

configuration and a new strap was attached. This decontamination procedure appeared 872

likely to satisfactorily remove all visible soiling, and assuming that the sterilising agent 873

in the wipes was able to make complete contact with all portions of the plastic surface, 874

is likely to be effective for inactivation of infectious agents. A complete experimental 875

assessment of the efficacy of the decontamination procedure with regards to the 876

inactivation of infectious agents is outside of the scope of this study. However, the use 877

of sterilising wipes for decontamination of a similar face shield in a recent study [27], 878

and the recommendation in US CDC guidance that sterilising wipes be used for 879

reprocessing of face shields for reuse [46] suggest that decontamination using sterilising 880

wipes is likely to be effective. [27] further demonstrated the use of isopropanol solution, 881

ionised hydrogen peroxide, and ultraviolet light sterilisation for their similar face shield 882

design. Such decontamination methods could also likely be applied to the face shield 883

design presented in this paper. The manual decontamination procedure described above 884

could be completed within 5 minutes for a single shield, but likely could be adapted for 885

the rapid bulk decontamination of larger numbers of shields. 886

Subject to the development of an acceptable decontamination procedure for these, 887

straps and clips could also be decontaminated and reused. Collaborative work by the 888

authors has explored variants of the design presented in this paper which incorporate a 889

headband consisting of a plastic strap of the same sheet material, possibly contiguous 890

with the face shield sheet, which could be easily decontaminated alongside the face 891

shield using the procedure described above, eliminating any face shield material waste 892

as a result of decontamination. 893
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7.2.2 Fatigue Testing 894

To assess the mechanical performance of the face shield subject to multiple reuses, a 895

preliminary fatigue test was performed. The fatigue performance of a face shield using 896

510 micron PET, produced using laser cutting, mechanised pressure creasing, and 897

manual strap attachment and folding was assessed. In this experiment, the face shield, 898

with its strap removed, was folded from its three-dimensional configuration to its flat 899

configuration repeatedly to assess the mechanical effects of repeated folding and 900

unfolding, as would occur over multiple decontamination cycles. The shield was 901

flattened and unflattened manually, and a distributed weight was applied over the entire 902

shield surface to improve consistency of flatness with each cycle. To ensure consistency 903

of folding into the three-dimensional configuration, the shield was folded to a target 904

edge-to-edge distance b of 210±20 millimetres in its three-dimensional configuration. 905

No visually discernible damage to the creases occurred over 100 fold cycles, and no 906

cracks in the shield were observed, meaning that fluid-impermeable barrier function of 907

the shield was not compromised. A slight apparent reduction in folding stiffness was 908

perceived after 5-10 fold cycles. These preliminary results suggest that mechanical 909

failure is unlikely to occur in curved crease origami face shields using the materials and 910

manufacturing methods tested, for a relatively high number of estimated reuses. 911

It should be noted that preliminary experiments on various materials and creasing 912

methods throughout the prototyping process suggested a strong influence of material 913

choice and creasing technique on the number of fold cycles before failure, and thus those 914

adapting this design should ensure that the materials and creasing methods selected 915

provide the desired crease robustness for the intended application. The effect of 916

disinfecting agents on the optical and mechanical characteristics of the face shields was 917

not evaluated. 918

8 Conclusions 919

This paper has identified the potential for curved-crease origami techniques to be used 920

to efficiently produce large volumes of face shields for infection control using a wide 921

range of manufacturing methods as appropriate to specific contexts. 922

Through an analysis of the state of the art in face shield design, this paper has 923

highlighted the importance of rapid high-volume manufacture, the ability to be safely 924

reused, resilience against disruptions to supply chain, manufacturing, and labour, and 925

ease of replication and adaptation in the design of face shields for infection control. The 926

design presented may be manufactured at high production rates, transported and stored 927

efficiently. Subject to the validation of an approved decontamination procedure, the 928

design could potentially be easily decontaminated and reused. It uses small quantities of 929

inexpensive raw materials, requires only two unique materials and is likely to be easily 930

produced using alternative raw materials. The design also has a simple geometry which 931

may be easily replicated and adapted using manual or widely available digital 932

fabrication methods. 933

In addition to reporting on the specific design developed in this work, this paper has 934

also detailed the iterative physical-digital prototyping procedure used to develop the 935

design, which may be used by others to further improve and adapt the design to new 936

contexts and applications. The elastica curved crease parametric modelling approach 937

presented allows for the rapid and accurate visualisation of predicted final forms of face 938

shields in their worn configuration as determined by a small number of input 939

parameters which may be controlled by the designer. This design and visualisation tool, 940

implemented in Rhinoceros CAD software using the Grasshopper parametric modelling 941

environment is available open-source in the supplemental data associated with this 942
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paper. Equivalent tools could easily be implemented in other software as needed, using 943

the method described in this paper. 944

9 Future Applications and Potential of Curved 945

Crease Origami 946

Beyond their application specifically for face shields, the explorations conducted in this 947

study have highlighted the potential for curved-crease origami techniques to be applied 948

in the design of other PPE and wearable devices. Curved-crease origami forms consist 949

of curved surfaces which may conform well to human body forms, providing flexible 950

contact regions which distribute attachment forces across a large area, reducing pressure 951

which might otherwise cause discomfort or even soft-tissue injury. Wearables may also 952

benefit from the compliant mechanism behaviour of curved-crease origami forms, as in 953

the case of the face shield design presented, whereby the process of donning the shield 954

reconfigures the shield from its flat to its three-dimensional form. Furthermore, as with 955

other origami techniques, curved-crease origami allows for cost-effective and 956

straightforward manufacture from sheet materials. 957

The severity and urgency of the COVID-19 pandemic have resulted in remarkable 958

innovations from the design community, revealing extraordinary opportunities for 959

improvements in the quality, efficiency, and sustainability of provision of critical goods 960

and services globally, particularly to the most vulnerable. We are encouraged by the 961

potential for further focused, collaborative, and open-source design in the field of folded 962

structures to help address the numerous challenges facing humanity now and in the 963

future. 964
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